sam in london 1988

if you’re here for

sam writes (in 2020) — it’s striking to sit in the mastering the story of the ﬁrst
room as ashes in the brittle air sparkles back to life filling version of ashes, jump
to page 25 (the solid
the space with vivid sounds; i flash through time to thirty-plus
black page, with
years ago when i was twenty-two, working on the album. i’ve
white type)
forgotten so many of the details of my past — my albums serve
as sonic snapshots resurrecting those moments and those memories.
i was young, adrift, and lonely. the album was born from breakup, building
upon love-lost heartbreak songs oftentimes shrouded in metaphor, quotes from
nietzsche, and sometimes whispers in sadness. now i see i wrote these lyrics for
myself, to help me through the dark days.
this memorabilia fanzine contains original-era interviews, and conversations
from the present where we try to remember who we were thirty years ago...

black
tape for a blue girl
by elizabeth oginz
(1989)

perhaps you drifted off into a fractured sleep; as the room swirls with
hushed, darkened sounds. a super-realistic dream of personal memories tossed
into the cosmic blender to return with new meanings. a sleep in which your
deepest desires and fears push to the surface to be revealed with a universal
quality… slowly to awaken, not necessarily with solutions; but better off for
having taken the trip.
do i wax too poetically upon my impressions of black tape for a blue girl?
though the words “dark and brooding” and “pretentious” all too often stick
in the throat of critics, this music is not a hard pill to swallow. it does require
thought, but what else would one expect from a band that is firmly rooted in a
rich european tradition that blends gothic-ambience with existential
philosophies (pick one or many from the batch!)
over the past three years, black tape for a blue girl has successfully navigated
their own course thru the waters of 4ad-infested sounds that merges upon the
new age (“but rooted in rock, rather than the wallet,” says sweden’s slitz
magazine. let’s just safely say they have heard eno!)
1986 brought the rope lp: an angry dark-mood created by sam rosenthal’s
array of synthesizers and processed sounds (that provide a dense background,
rather than tinny sounds that get in your face), fronted by oscar herrera (of the
rich gothic voice, weened on years of the best imported sounds). the band was
a studio entity, consisting of the sam/oscar core augmented by a variety of guest
musicians who sat in on everything from clarinet to bass to violin. this, sam feels,
“added textures that filled in the gray areas.” (this critic astutely notes that this is
the same concept that fuels dead can dance and this mortal coil.)
1987’s mesmerized by the sirens brought sue-kenny smith into the fold, a
young british girl of incredible sparkling vocal quality. her opening cut,“jamais
pars,” added a distinctive folk sound (with acoustic guitar and a blend or words
and wordless-lyrics), to the album’s mood (“hello, here i am” is the first thing she
sings, while the album ends with her, “we will start again…”) of their three
releases, this lp retains the highest degree of secrecy, the feelings are of a lush
grandeur. the anger of the first disc is contemplated and externalized with

oblique lyrics that contain metaphors to the greek sirens or dark romantic eras.
“all of my lyrics work to touch upon an inner thread, which connects us all
together,” sam adds.“critics say i’m too vague, but i’m striving to create a lacework
of imagery that will be quite interpretational. something a listener can hook up
with, and decipher for their self.”
1989’s ashes in the brittle air comes complete with a quote from nietzsche,
and the cover-lyrics:“twirling like leaves we float away… drift away from things, the
things you desire.” the core of sam/sue/oscar continue their haunting work, with a
somewhat realigned thought-outlook. almost as if to affirm the possibilities of
growth; the possibilities to reach out of the dark abyss, up towards something better.
“well,” sam chuckles, “i still get blasted by new agers for not successfully
capturing their ‘spirit of hope’ dogma… which was never my intention to begin
with. i was working to uncover the things i have learned, within. in ‘the scar of
the poet’ there’s a line,‘realize,
your passions are your guide.’
“i’m a strong believer in a
notion i discovered from the
surrealists: we must tear aside
the facade of reality, in order
to reveal our inner truths. we
must look beyond the simple
and the complacent. the disc
does have its darker parts; but
that’s the reality of life: the
dark currents are continually
rushing against our hopes and
desires, threatening to reduce
everything to ashes.
“but it’s from those ashes that we can be reborn. which is a myth that runs
through many great works, from cocteau to dali to kazantzakis’ the last
temptation of christ, to the legacy of shamen. in your deepest, darkest moments
you either give in and collapse or you are infused with a fire that brings out your
passions. which then serve you in future times of need.”
um? not exactly the musings of a wanna-be pop star. but note that for
musical influences, sam cites steve roach (“his recent cd - which explored the
aboriginal dreamtime - is some of the most exciting instrumental music i’ve
heard!”), popul vuh (eastern gothic soundtracks to werner herzog’s films), and
marc almond of soft cell?!? (“his torment & toreros is one long dark dance upon
the razor blade!”)
but wait! no references to 4ad stars???
“we do get compared to those bands, which is nice. but we’re working
towards our own sound. i try to create music from the heart — without concern
for who we might get compared to or what style we end up with. that explains
the diversity on our discs. it’s like in your dreams: where a lot of semi-related
images juxtapose together, to create the overall effect. we are all tied together
by the threads of who we are — even though we live a multitude of lives.”
black tape for a blue girl offers soundscapes that attempt to pull it all
together. to provide a larger context… or at least to suggest that one person is
not alone in this journey.

sam’20: next up are interviews transcribed from xeroxes of handwritten letters

4 april 1988 2:44pm. night circle in italy. i’m listening
to peter gabriel’s ein deutsches album as i answer this.
to journalist, (and, later in the 90s, dot-matrix printouts)...
dear gianfranco. hello. i am sam of black tape for a blue girl. i am glad that you
enjoyed the lps — and i was surprised that you found them in italia!! i’m glad
we’re getting around. please send a copy of the interview when it is out.
1. yes. we have heard the works of 4ad bands. they are some of our
favorites. when black tape for a blue girl started, in 1986, i was attempting to
create the sound of my instincts. i don’t know what that sound was. so, the
music we produce has an intuitive, personal quality. we try not to limit
ourselves to any specific genre. we are continually growing.
2. i try not to define the black tape for a blue girl sound. yes, it is sad and
melancholy — but that’s because this is how i felt, when the rope and
mesmerized were recorded. the music is intended to be personal. reflective.
jean cocteau has been an influence on me: as an artist, one should reveal their
soul. and this introspection provides raw material that will aid the listener to
discover their own inner truths. the artist is the explorer, as well as the region
to be explored. back to your original question: how to define our sound?
hmm? we are introspective mood-artists. this music is intended to soundtrack
your soul. in a way, it’s background music: creating textures and environments.
but at the same time: it speaks to you.
3. influences. my influences come from the people i work with, and the
sounds within me. i have been working with a male vocalist / guitarist on the
3rd lp: ashes in the brittle air. his name is loren.. and he has tried to describe
the feel as ian curtis meets brian eno. i guess that’s interesting. my collection
runs from fripp & eno to pieter nooten to jimi hendrix. i’ve listened to all
types of music.
4. my lyrics are born from the torments of my soul. in order for art to have
merit (in my opinion) it must come from a passionate heart. it must be felt. my
lyrics try to capture the spinning world that runs outside my grasp. the people
who momentarily touch my life — and then slip away. the passing of a night,
and the warmth that can be found. fear and hopes. the new lp continues in
this vein. it has a positive feeling that i think the first two lps lacked. the
themes seem a bit more hopeful, which reflects where my heart is, now. the
lyrics to the instrumentals paint the picture that i see in my mind.
5. religious music? the religion of the soul? that’s an interesting concept. i
think it’s a personal — honest — music. it speaks to each listener, which is
important to me. i want this to be something that can be appreciated by each
person. i want each person to be able to take something with them, after they
have listened to black tape for a blue girl. isn’t that like religion?
6. projekt is a small record label; that gives us total artistic freedom to
create the music and packaging of our art. black tape for a blue girl is
organized around my vision, with other quite talented artists contributing to
the overall sound.

7. no shows are planned for europe, sadly. i am going to london in the
summer… to record sue’s vocals for ashes in the brittle air. and various
business negotiations / promotional tactics. a european tour would be
wonderful. but since the band is more of a studio entity — touring is difficult.
8. i am very into video. in fact, i have an hour and a half of pieces that i’ve
created… many involve other musicians’ music and my visuals. the most
recent is a 30 minute piece, titles suitcases, soundtrack by slap. the cover of
the rope is from the “slow blur” video.
i think this gives you a good overview of what black tape for a blue girl is
all about. if you have any other questions, please write. the back of this page is
a flyer from my video installation.

excerpt from voltaic interview by david t buhler.
30 september 1988. just after midnight. pieter nooten /
michael brooks’ sleeps with the fishes on the cd player
what groups and/or styles have influenced your musical exploits?
my black tape for a blue girl project started as a way to purge myself of
some deep feelings. the previous electronic music i was doing was too
unemotional. it didn’t feel like me, it was something i did. as jean cocteau
would say:“the difference between an artist and someone who makes art.”
blacktape was as much of a new adventure to me, as to those who hear it for
the first time. it was unexplored territory, to me. sitting alone (here in
california where i moved for college), in a place where no faces were familiar.
mulling over the inconsequentiality of life. heavy! (laughs). influences? i was
listening to a lot of marc and the mambas and attrition and eno while the rope
was written. but the major influence is the people i knew. the feelings and
thoughts that they inspire within me. ask paula. she’ll tell you that i’m one of the
most confused people on earth. and that’s fine. i hate thinking that somewhere,
someone thinks they know why i get depressed. or why you get depressed. the
thing i try to deal with are the very personal things. the deep thoughts. i’ve been
influenced by the surrealists (france, 1920s). to get to the reality of the world,
one must dig within themselves to uncover their own truths. to realize that the
rules that govern the actions of the world are lies. we’re not talking revolution
— why bother? learn from yourself. what are your passions? what are the things
you really want but are afraid of, too? i wrote a story called “the hypocrite is me.”
I think we are all afraid to do the things that we most desire to do.
have you found that the results from your albums have been gratifying?
black tape for a blue girl has been gratifying. in the sense that i am
revealing myself through the music — much more truthfully then i ever have
in the past. i am much more honest to myself, in what i create. it is something
that i enjoy listening to, i also enjoy reaching people and having them connect
to what i am saying. the fans are always much more perceptive towards what i
am saying than the critics. who write it of as “suicidal.” sure, it’s dark — but you
have to take off your glasses, to see. i try to write from my feelings, first.

what projects do you plan for the future?
the next lp is ashes in the brittle air, which will be black tape for a blue
girl’s third. i recorded with sue in london — and will be working with oscar in
miami — soon. it should be out in early 1989, on the projekt label.
black tape for a blue girl is my way of expressing myself. sometimes i make a
video which is very blacktapeish. sometimes i take a photo that fits in. it’s sort of
an umbrella to cover all the different parts of me. it’s very egotistical, and totally
unselfish. people tell me that they find themselves feeling very attuned to the
works — or perceiving a very reflective quality in the music. after i stopped
worrying about trying to do what i thought others wanted, i was able to find my
own territory. this music will never become specific, because i just can’t see a
motivation for that. maybe it
will be very angry at one turn,
then very relaxed at the next.
why be locked in? the only
tracks that really feel good to
me, at this time, are the ones
that flowed with as little brain
interruption as possible.“slow
blur” was a video that perfectly
captured how i was feeling
about the girl in it. there was
very little brain interpretation,
as i was editing. i just put
together what felt right. and in
the same sense, i try to make the music flow.“i ran to you” off the new album
worked that way. it was a haphazard conglomeration. left over bits — absentminded electronics — sporadic vocals. that’s the way i try to work: paste sounds
together to create the feeling. to misquote cocteau: when i look at my work, i’m
always more interested in how it feels, then how it was accomplished.

january 14 1989, a letter to my friend who going to
help with publicity on ashes in the brittle air.
carol, i master the cd this week. and the composite for the booklet is nearly
finished. it’s pretty sharp looking. i think that it will be quite attractive in shops.
my friend in massachusetts (who is from france) wrote a review of
mesmerized that finally got printed in france. the journal was waiting for the
lp to become readily available over there (which i did not forsee happening).
but — apparently — the lp has turned up in shops in paris! i don’t know how.
anyway, i really want to get more continental europe sales. because i think
that’s where this sound would do well. the people who write me from there
are quite enthusiastic, actually. so the question — carol, an approach for my
press blitz? an angle? let’s see. this is our third release. been building up to this
point for 3 years. i prefer not to mention the earlier electronic music. also, no
direct references to 4ad. because, this is more. the music is quite eclectic.

the majority of the listeners tell me i tread deeply into their soul and
heart. it touches a deeper side of them. i think that it’s important to reach
emotions, intellect is a 2nd step. i like instrumentals — because the ones that
work tell stories without the need for lyrics. i like vocals — but not necessarily
words. i like to be able to bring something across, to have my music bring
something out of the listener.
it could be categorized as “surrealistic.” not psychedelic. the surrealists tried
to reveal our inner selves, the hidden truths, shrouded behind the facade of the
world (reality). dream imagery was very important. in dreams we tapped more
closely into who we really are. it’s not depressing music — it reaches inside.
some people have said that black tape for a blue girl is religious music.
popol vuh gives me that same feeling. but it’s introspection.
it’s interpretable.
i create, in order to release something inside of me. it has to be secretive.
hidden. invisible. i try to keep it from being obvious.
the earlier electronic music was obvious. cold. most of it was without any
emotional impact. the cenobite in hellraisers II said:“it is not hands that call
us. it is desire.” desire + passion is a very important part of the theme behind
ashes in the brittle air. it is your passion — your fire — your quest for
whatever it is that is valuable to you — that makes you a person. it is
discovering and following that bliss that raises you up. towards nietzsche’s
overman. you must be destroyed, ashes, before you can grow to new heights.
“you must wish to consume yourself in your own flame: how could you wish
to become new, unless you had first become ashes?” - nietzsche

may 1 1989 mats lundgren interview for slitz magazine, sweden
playing / history / instruments
i’ve been making music since 1983. my music skill began at zero, and has
developed from there. but “skill” and “technique” and “virtuosity” are all
unimportant, because it is the feeling, emotion and thought that are of value to
me. my previous work from ‘83-86 was solo electronic music, between the
teutonic sound and ambient music. it was a development and discovery in the
field of textures. a harsh cross-country move (from florida to california) but
me in touch with my deeper self, and i searched. i was in need of music that
expressed my turmoil. my confusion and unhappiness, melancholia. not over
my physical location, but my emotional isolation. i searched for a new
expression — and black tape for a blue girl was born in 1986. a “band” that i
could use to express myself. an acquaintance was shocked at the personal
nature of the stories for ashes in the brittle air. i was amazed. art, to me, is
entirely personal. it is a self-exploration. as cocteau said:“the artists is the
explorer, as well as the region to be explored.” through my self-exploration, i
try to create a music of images that the listener can find applicable to their
own situation. it’s highly personal and yet equally universal. instruments: esq-1,
poly 61, midi bass. i just bought an emax for better samples. once again, it’s the
texture of a song — not the technology — that matters to me. i much prefer
live instruments like carmela’s violin or sue’s guitar. because they introduce
outside influences and whole new directions to the songs.

why the variety of vocalists?
i see black tape for a blue girl like one sees their dreams: unexplainable
characters appear momentarily, play their part, and then drift back into the
swirl. that creates the dream unity. this, the variety of voices. it keeps the dream
alive, and keeps things from becoming too conscious, too premeditated. of
course, on the other hand — life wouldn’t be worth very much if i never heard
sue’s voice again. i love her voice! i flew to london to work with her again —
and oscar provides the power that his songs need.“scream, my shallow” (off
mesmerized by the sirens) still haunts me because oscar captured the macabre
nature of that character. he twists and writhes through the tale of obsessive selfdestruction in a manner that i knew no one else would’ve been able to.
fascination with language
i was at a friend’s house, she was on the phone and i fell asleep to the
sound of a voice — at some point it lost its logical narrative form and became
a wonderful sound. it rolled, and lulled me into a delicate sleep. maybe the
memory of being a child: before words had meanings. when it was inflection
and enunciation that led you to determine what was being said. this has a
multitude of relations to black tape for a blue girl. 1/ the use of foreign
languages and voices bring new textures in. once again: the dream state. such
as the end of “a teardrop left behind,” where bobby speaks a beautiful piece in
thai. like a lover whispering in your ear. what she’s saying becomes secondary
to the mood it creates. 2/ songs without words but with vocals that take on a
powerful position on the albums. in fact,“from the tightrope” has lyrics, but i
mixed it so they turned into textures — because the sounds seemed even
more valid than the actual thoughts. i’m looking for sounds that can create the
imagery and emotions, there’s a film-making motto:“show the audience
instead of telling them…” which equally applies to music.“i ran to you” is one
of my favorites on ashes because it exactly depicts the emotions i was
searching for, without the need for complex lyrics (the entire lyric is “when
you called, i ran to you.”) it accomplishes everything i hoped for.
context of my music
i think of my music as gothic/ambient, which is wonderful because the
term means absolutely nothing. i also like to call it surrealist. because it takes a
situation into the super-realistic state and infuses it with it’s own reality. also, the
french surrealists of the 20s and 30s believe that art should tear aside the facade
of reality, in order to reveal the hidden truths that motivate that world.“a love
unrewarded tears away the outer shell. revealing secrets: never spoken nor
searched for,” is a line from “the scar of a poet.” it was influenced by jean cocteau
who go his inspiration from nietzshe. the song attempts to reveal your hidden
source. or resources — not new age power, but your power as a person. your
own strength.“realize, your passions are guide.” not just lust — for that is not
what i mean by passion. but rather the things that are of true value to you. these
things give you strength. i fear sounding preachy when i describe it. however i
can’t say my passions are your guide. we each must find our own passions.

and what are yours?
my passions are my music. and my friends. and they are 100%
intertwined. these 3 lps are little dairies of where i was, and who mattered to
me. (sam’20: considering mats was in sweden, at this point i am clearly making
up the questions and answers; ie: interviewing myself.)
what bands do you feel akin to?
there are some bands in the same genre as black tape for a blue girl. it’s a
very european tradition, very british. in the states, a band like area would be
close. four of my favorites would be popul vuh, david sylvian, jon hassell, and
marc & the mambas.
how old are you?
i’m 23. oscar is 27. sue is around 21.
how did the band begin?
blacktape began in my dorm room in 1986 in california. i attempted to
annihilate myself through depression. that loneliness and need to make
contact was the incentive for the music that i now create.
how did the members come together?
i create the background music, then create words… then friends
interpret my melodies into the songs. oscar is the only person (besides me) to
appear on all of our releases. it’s a state of flux. with people who i meet adding
their influences — and then drifting away (whether because of geography or
of angst.) i like to interact with people — to see what develops in the
friendship and within the music.
who brings a special touch to the music?
oscar has been the male voice of black tape for a blue girl for all releases,
and i really enjoy the energy and aggressiveness that he brings to the part.
would you consider your music linked with gothic undertones or a style all
your own?
a style all my own. i hate categories.

on the first cd pressing, we didn’t
have the funds to make color
films for the tray card. it was
printed black with white text.

are the lyrics theraputic?
somewhat so. i often have things i
want to say to people. and i find this to be
one outlet. as i said, it’s a very personal diary.
my friend martin from attrition wrote me a
letter after hearing the rope. He wrote,“who
is this girl you’ve written all this about?”
well, you can see that i often become quite
obsessed and though it doesn’t necessarily
solve a problem, writing stories and songs
gives me further insight into myself. the
person who reads the words will see some
changes in the character of the writer.

it seems like a growth, yet the basic elements remain
well yeah, that’s how i see it. the rope was very angry and self-destructive.
on one hand the songs were in the midst of dark melancholia. depressed about
a no-win situation, and yet also slashing out in an angered manner.“memory,
uncaring friend” is very unkind. i’ve apologized for being that jaded, to robin.
but i feel it was valid for the moment. ashes, though, is a lot more accepting. i
have recognized a lot of things, i have grown to accept a lot more, or to see
that things will not turn out my way — but that’s to be expected.
but then a song like “across a thousand blades” is quite…. oh?
quite evil? (laughter) well, right you are. but you see: a song takes a
situation and magnifies it, to make a point. obviously, this isn’t mindless “i love
you” pop songs. and “blades” examines one aspect of a personality trait. um? it’s
something… I was working on the scenario for the video and i had to really
examine the song to get to its core.
examine?
i know, that implies that i didn’t know what i was doing when i wrote the
lyrics, but actually, i was reinterpreting it. finally figuring out the piece. when i
wrote it, it flowed out, and felt right — i didn’t need to immediately
understand it. later i was thinking about who the characters are. i personified
my caring side with the girl and my stronger (macho?) side with the
destroying male. (sam’20: today we would probably call this “toxic
masculinity,” rather than “macho”) but, the point (which i’ve been stumbling
towards for the last few minutes) is that he feels guilty for destroying this
beautiful thing. and with that guilt, he destroys his macho attitude. and is ready
to develop further. unfortunately, he would not have grown if he hadn’t
destroyed something. it is the realization that he has ruined his angel that gets
him moving, again. and so i’m reinterpreting the song “memory, uncaring
friend.” the girl who was on the mountain, keeping her distance from her
feeling is now personified in the macho male.“clawing at the friends you see.
hoping for a day that’s free from caring,‘cause you never really found a thing
in sharing…”
that’s the first song on your first lp, the rope. what does the title mean.
“memory, uncaring friend” — like the band name — was a title that
sprung forth because it felt perfectly applicable to the mood. i think we all
know the uncaring friend. the friend who’s there, but never cares. and in
blades,” the chorus is “burn my memory, burn my outline, the tears scream to
scar your unpierced flesh.” there’s that memory, again.
yes?
memory is a very sharp sword. in “blades,” the video, i envisioned him
creating this glorious sky of light for her, and then he destroys this, and sent
a….. wait. here’s something i wrote, as i was developing the idea:

have i put my faith in a concrete fact? or is it forever possible to entirely
destroy the whole atmosphere? will one crack destroy my faith? how
could i have deluded myself for so long? how could i have believed you
wanted to love me? i can feel the whole atmosphere crash down around
me. i can feel the textures slide over my skin, as they hurtle downward.
the breath of humidity quickly passing over me. your breath and humidity
caressing me. your love touching me and caressing me and whispering
my secrets. now changed to vile spears of accusation. hurtled through me,
like our universe has become jagged mirror factures — falling thru me;
as they slice through me and intricately reveal every portion of what they
meant. return, to my body, return my memories, to my final destruction.
the memories — you see — are what hurt so much. in clockwise, john
cleese had a great line:“it’s not the despair. i can take the despair. it’s the hope i
can’t stand.” remembering and hoping. two very painful things!
not a very positive image, sam!
well, nietzsche never sang about being dissected by mirrors! (laughs) but
that’s ok. and besides, it’s one piece — other songs capture different moods.
are you trying to tell the listener something?
I think i’m trying to say a lot, but not to preach. it has to be balanced. the
songs can be listened to and enjoyed as musically entertaining. it can be
explored lyrically, as well. but i think there is never a 100% definitive thing
being said. it’s interpretational — which is good. i don’t want it to be too
obvious. so my little story that was inspired by “blades” is nothing like a story
you might create — which is absolutely fine by me.
what exactly is your philosophy?
an interviewer from brazil once asked me if this is religious music, and
gandolfi at night circle in italy asked something similar. and i talked to a friend
(who’s very religious) and asked how could my music be interpreted in that
manner? and his reply was,“religion is loving and caring for your fellow man.”
well, i can see that! I think that black tape for a blue girl is very caring. love and
loss and melancholia flow throughout. but it’s all in search of that special thing
— truth and faith and commitment. and i find this within my friends, the people
i care for. i have grown a great deal since ’86. i am still searching. for someone to
put all of my faith in — i fear being destroyed, but i long for that trust.
love?
yes, but a very deep understanding that i’ve had some fleeting glimpses of
beyond the physical — to the devotional. i speak in terms of faith, that i find
within people. my faith to them. my trust. that they would never knowingly
harm me. nor i them.
what is your biggest fear?
what if my perceptions are all wrong? what if i have based my reality
upon someone elses’ lie? what if they did that on purpose, to manipulate me?
obviously, i don’t expect that from the people i trust. but what if even they
cause me to lose faith in them?

sam’20: the following excerpts are from post-ashes interviews. i find them
interesting because you will see i’m re-analyzing where i was at during the
album’s creation; re-addressing the stories i told myself. false stories, it seems.
when i write about the album being “passive,” i’m discussing my mental state at
the time. this comes from the conflicts with loren over the direction of the
album, and also the end of my relationship with paula. i think i was a bit overly
dramatic in this assessment, as i never recall disliking the music on the album.
and when i read this now — for the first time in almost three decades — i have
no recollection of even using the word “passive” to describe ashes. as the years
go on, you will see that i re-re-analyzed my thoughts, and took a bit more
responsibility for my part of the relationship problem.

from a november 7 1990 interview for a chaos of desire:
where were you, when you wrote ashes?
in a sort of melancholy limbo. i was in the net, and i could still feel the
reverberations of my descent from ecstasy…
what about chaos?
well, it’s a continuation of the saga (laughs)! i find the music to be a
return to the sound of mesmerized, in the sense that it is denser and less
straightforward. I found ashes to be a very passive album, because that was the
mental space i was in.
passive? but “across a thousand blades” is quite aggressive?
yes, there are exceptions. and that was also the last song i wrote on ashes.
i was in a very un-sam-like state, during the recording of many songs (many of
which were scrapped). i have a concept of “faith,” which deals with the
commitment that one places into a relationship. it deals with honesty and
trust. and i realize that late in ’88, i had seriously warped my faith — in order
to keep from facing the pain of a crumbling relationship. maybe no one else
can tell, but there was a lot of anger that was buried, or ignored. thus, i feel
that the ashes album has a lot of passivity. now chaos has that anger bursting
forth (as well as turbulent ambience) — self-realization of my dog-like nature
(during ashes). how i warped myself. how i had lost sight of the true value of
faith — and there is a much more aggressive nature in the new one. anger at
myself, for not being truthful to myself.
and where are you now?
balancing upon the high wire, quite gloriously.

around the same time, for freak out italy.
the previous disc — ashes in the brittle air — was passive, in my mind.
that was written during a very doormat-like period when i had subverted my
faith (trust/honestly) in order to try to hold together a relationship that was
destroyed during ashes. i was lying to myself, trying to avoid the fact that my

trust had been taken advantage of. i realized this, and severely re-analyzed my
actions. i uncovered a vast quantity of fears and desires which became the
substance for a chaos of desire.

july 21 1991
the covers show the person who was significant in my life. the rope (86)
and a chaos of desire (‘91) had robin on the cover and she would have been
on the cover of mesmerized (‘87) too, except we weren’t speaking then. she
was the person who i first destroyed myself over. i tore myself to shreds. when
i moved away from florida and robin. in this transition, i realized that i pretty
much lacked any worthy personality. i discovered my feminine aspects, i
discovered how deeply i hurt. because i had no basis for a sense of self-worth. i
was angry at her and hurt by my feelings for her — but at the time, i used to
say,“i was hurt by her.”
paula was on the cover of ashes in the brittle air (‘89). i was in love with
her for a time, but that love took on the form of a doormat-like relationship.
where i warped my perspective of love and faith, in order to try to keep from
admitting that had collapsed. it turned into a destroying hole. a vacuum. and i
kept shoveling more and more of myself into the fire, hoping to recreate what
we had lost. but that tore through me, and i entered a period of depression
and stagnation which became the source of a chaos of desire. my intuitive
analyzation of myself and how i had warped my love.

september 1992:
ashes was a reflection on whether i was controlling or tumbling.

october 1992:
the feminine aspect of your art is omnipresent. how would you describe your
connection with the feminine part of your personality
when i began making this sort of art i uncovered the tender, hurt, sad
parts of myself. the pieces of my being who were more truthful and
passionate, and these are attributed to the ‘feminine side,’ and my connection
with these have grown over the years.
you have had a number of various musicians assist you with the band. what
impact have they had on the music?
when i started writing music with words, i was afraid to sing myself. so i
decided to ask oscar to sing. i knew him from when i lived in florida and i
liked the power that he brought to his performance. i think that his impact
was to define the style of the music for the listener, at the beginning…. it was
easy to tag it as “gothic” (because of his voice and delivery). now, i think that’s
not as true, but i think oscar has provided a sense of continuity and a powerful
male presence above the music which is often more feminine and flowing. sue
brought a folksy british flavor to the music, perhaps opening things up.

march 1993:
ashes in the brittle air is the beginning of understanding. to relinquish
that which i am obsessed with — i cannot make it mine, just because i want
it. there were a lot of problems during the recording, the guy i was working
with wanted to take control of things. there was an ongoing struggle, until i
threw out about a third of the songs, and i wrote “across a thousand blades,”
“you tangle with me,” and “am i so deceived” very quickly. as a result, they
came out very strong, holding a lot of emotion.
i find the powerful passionate and often distressing feelings you produce akin
to the darkness of jacques brel. has he been a listening point for you?
no. oscar is a fan of brel. i’m a fan of marc almond, which is like being a
fan of brel’s bastard son. so, we both approach his music… but neither is a
direct influence on me. i was thinking a few days back,‘who are my
influences?’ and the only person i came up with is brian eno. because of his
attitude: fuck pop music, do what you feel. and his second: the studio is a tool
where you create. i’m not a songwriter, i don’t sit around and write songs. i go
into the studio and i layer and i shape things to create a feeling. and a year later
i might reshape that, and then oscar comes in and sings and it is a growing
process. and being into eno assured me that you don’t have to write pop
songs. it was revolutionary to me, growing up listening to ‘70s music. and here
was someone functioning in the ‘70s, not as a major success, but doing his art.
it was a great discovery for me.

may 1993:
the music i create as black tape for a blue girl is influenced by my life at
the moment. they are like sixty minute journals of where my heart is, when
they are recorded. this is a natural progression, and it comes through in the
music. i think that the differences within the albums comes from my own
personal growth. at first, i was quite hurt and angry, and i lashed out at those
who i blamed for my condition — but by ashes, i had begun to think about the
various sides of things — and began to realize that my obsession and desire
did not mean that i would get what i wanted. finally, i have come to terms with
a great many things, and realized how i had worked to drive love away.

july 1993:
can you tell me where sue-kenny smith came from and what she is doing now?
i met sue, when i was in college. she was an exchange student from
england — and we met about midway through the term and joked about
doing some music together. she wasn’t really very confident of her talents.
singing and playing guitar was just something she did for fun. It was about two
days before she left to go home, and we went into the school studio and
played around for a few hours before breakfast, and came up with “jamais
pars” and her part of “seireenien lumoama” (for mesmerized). then she left the
country, and i was really depressed, because these songs were so beautiful —

it forced me to create better music, to live up to her creations! she stayed in
england, and we got back together to record her parts for ashes in the brittle
air. but since then, she stopped writing back — and she has moved
somewhere, and i have no idea how to reach her — which i find very sad!

ex cathedra november 28 1994
i have a copy of your 1989 album ashes in the brittle air. the predominant
theme of the record seems to be the deeper self that lies hidden under
superficial everyday reality (correct me if i’m wrong). do you feel your music
suggests ways in which this deeper self can be accessed? what are they?
i think that all my work touches upon the deeper truths that we repress
under our perception of reality: our perception of what is the appropriate way
to behave in our society. ashes, to me, is an album about learning that you can’t
force things to happen. you cannot force someone to love you. you must let it
exist, and see what it is…. rather than trying to make it what you wish it to be.
in so far as how we can access our deeper selves? don’t be afraid to take a
risk, ask someone that important question, make that important decision. and
don’t be afraid of failure. for that is just part of the road of life. part of the
process. learn from the failure. see where you mislead yourself, and where you
were right. i think the big mistake that i make is assuming that failing is my
fault. perhaps it was never meant to be. so don’t take it upon yourself to
wallow in blame and guilt. just learn and grow from that experience.
your attitude towards romantic relationships on ashes seems rather
pessimistic and bleak. would you agree? if so, has this changed since then?
how?
hmmmm? I don’t really see it that way, but then i guess that i am not the
most objective viewer of my work. ashes, to me, is really about learning that you
can’t force those things, so it is a bit of a release and easing of the tension that i
felt. my viewpoint, i thought, was always optimistic. but that’s as a person. as an
artist, i find it a bit difficult to write cheery little things about being happy, so i
investigate the other side. i think that remains consistent in my work.
“you must wish to consume
yourself in your own flames:
how could you wish to become new,
unless you had first become ashes?”
-nietzsche

catching up with sue-kenny smith
sam’20: I mentioned in the july ’93 interview that i lost contact with sue. we
reconnected for a brief facebook conversation in mid-2013. i didn’t hear from
her for six more years, until this october 2019 exchange while i was running
the kickstarter for ashes in the brittle air:
Sam: I do the record label
full time. I’ve done that
since 1991.
Sue-Kenny: Wow! Time
certainly ﬂies!
Sam: I wrote the following
for the Kickstarter. I am
curious how much of it
is true. And how much
of it my brain made up:
Meeting Sue-Kenny Smith,
vocalist on Ashes in the
brittle air. In 1987 I was a
sue in london 1988
TV/film student at Chapman
College in Orange, CA. The students made a talk show for the local cable
company and somebody suggested they interview me about my music; I’d already
released The Rope LP and was working on Mesmerized by the sirens. Sue-Kenny
(also a comm student) was the host & producer; I think it was the ﬁrst time we
met. During the interview I mentioned that Black Tape For A Blue Girl had a lot of
different members; Sue asked, “So how do you ﬁnd people to be in your band?”
And I said something like, “I ask random people I meet. Do you sing or play?”
Something offhand like that. She said she did and I asked her right there on the
show if she’d like to come round to the studio to see what we could create
together. I recorded her tracks for Mesmerized in the vocal booth at college. For
Ashes, I went to England and we recorded for a few hours in a studio in Brixton.
They were dynamiting somewhere near by; when I isolate the vocal tracks I hear
the booms in the background of her takes. We lost touch (pre-internet), were
brieﬂy in contact about six years ago on Facebook, but I haven’t been able to
reach her since. I love Sue-Kenny’s style. It’s really nice to hear her vocals on six of
the unreleased and demo tracks on the second disc / download of the expanded
edition of Ashes in the brittle air.
Sue-Kenny: Wow. Yes I produced and was also host for Chapman TV. I forgot you
came to England. Terrible memory.
Sam: Haha! That’s good, so your memory is even more ﬂeeting than mine. I have
photos of you from England! They are going to be included in the deluxe
booklet (attached photo). Is there anything majorly false in the thing I wrote
about meeting?
Sue-Kenny: Those photos are hilarious. I was 20 at the time. No can’t see anything
false in there.

Sam: Oh, so you are younger than I am, and Oscar is a bit older. Do you have any
memories about working on your tracks that you’d like to share? People love
(LOVE!) your performance on the album! I have so many questions myself. We
could do a short interview. I know you -- like me -- probably don’t recall much of
it. But anything would be nice...
Sue-Kenny: Really? I just remember feeling a bit embarrassed / awkward being in a
studio because I didn’t know what I was going to sing! However it was a nice
moment, when I was at Chapman, because the experience was quite tough for
me and in the studio I could just be myself. I like composing songs (haven’t done
so for a long time) and I love to sing so it was a nice escape for me at a difficult
time. So thank you!
Sam: By ‘didn't know what I was going to sing’ -- do you mean that I didn’t send you
the songs in advance (for Ashes)? Did I just say, “Meet me at this time, and I'll
show you what to do?” Because I have cassettes with me fumbling my way
through the vocals, writing melodies. Maybe I only had you listen to that in the
studio, and then said, “Now sing it!” ? : )
Sue-Kenny: For Ashes I got the words in advance but for the others I can’t remember.
It felt like I was improvising in the studio. That’s why some of the songs the
words are rather random! For “Sky Blue Rooms,” I think I remember having a
tune in my head which I’d had for a while and then used it in the day.
Sam: I have all my demo tapes here that I pulled together to ﬁnd material for the
bonus disc. There’s a very early version of “Sky Blue” that Loren sang, when it
was a very different song. And a few words or melody from the various demos
made it into the ﬁnal version. Some of the lyrics were mine, and some were
yours. And I do notice that some of the backing tracks are very different words.
Sue-Kenny: Yes I remember that.
Sam: Do you think “Is it love that dare not be?” was something you made up in the
studio? Or had you already written that beforehand? There’s a track called “I’m
spinning” you sing, that I cut from the album after I had the falling out with
Loren. I repurposed some of it for “You tangle within me.” And “Griffith Park” is
such a nice song. It has only appeared once on a compilation.
Sue-Kenny: I think I made up “Is it love that cannot be” in the studio. I don’t remember
the other two songs at all.
Sam: I can send you the other two right now. You sang three tracks of vocals on “I’m
spinning.” I made an acapella mix for the bonus disc — the vocals are so great!
Sue-Kenny: Yeah, send them, that would be great, thanks.
Sam: Let me go back to something you said earlier. You said the experience at
Chapman was tough, and being in the studio let you just be yourself. I think we
were all very young and going through a lot of angst. Do you remember what
you were going through at that stage? I think it informs the emotion in your
performance, in some way.
Sue-Kenny: Sure. I was very unsure of myself, very low in conﬁdence which was weird
because some people said they thought I was really conﬁdent when they ﬁrst
met me. I was very young and on the way to ﬁnding out who I was, having had
a challenging time with my family and living away from then for the ﬁrst time.
California women were so conﬁdent and beautiful and polished! I felt quite
different and a bit out of my depth. I met a guy who had a cool apartment at
the beach and I escaped there quite a bit, but was so innocent and immature! I
was only at Chapman for 5 months but I grew up quite a bit and had some
amazing experiences. I went back to California (Palo Alto) in my 40s to do my
masters and loved it.

Sam: I can relate to that. I moved to California to get away from my family, and didn’t
have much conﬁdence, even though I worked very hard and made a lot of art.
Still, that was a cover for the lack of conﬁdence. I suspect people thought I was
high-on-myself & stand-off-ish, when I really was hiding. I didn’t believe in myself.
I kept busy, kept moving, looked like I was going somewhere. I was friends with
exchange students in the art and comm department; I didn’t hang out with the
cool theater kids. My best friend was Lak, a painter from Thailand. We
connected over The Cure, and being disconnected from the popular kids, and
being misunderstood. In Florida (I moved from FL to California in Feb 1986) I
hung out with the punk rock crowd and musicians. I had an anti-establishment
perspective. All those polished California types really rubbed me the wrong
way. I watch Repo Man, and totally remember feeling that way. What months
were you at Chapman? (I sent you a transfer with songs.)
Sue-Kenny: Wow. Thanks for sharing. I bet everyone was going through their own
experience. I remember walking into the cafeteria at Chapman the ﬁrst day,
totally nervous and self-conscious (and amazed at all the different choices of
bread!) A month afterwards, someone who became a really good friend
remembers me that day and she said I walked in like I thought I was God’s gift

and owned the place! We laughed a lot at that. I was there from August to
December 1986. The moment I got back to England I wanted to turn around
and go back. I missed my friends.
Sam: Aw yeah, that’s the thing. Everyone projects their own insecurities and fears onto
each other, making all these assumptions. And we’re all just a mess, trying to get
by. Society instills so much competition into everyone. If kids could just be taught
that everyone is freaking out inside, having a hard day.
Sue-Kenny: I don’t recall you being standoffish at all. Just kind.
Sam: Kind? Yeah? It’s hard for me to have any perspective on myself at that time. I
can read interviews I did, for an idea of what I was thinking.
Sue-Kenny: Yes, kind. And easy to be with.
Sam: Easy to be with? Maybe I was more of an artist, less polished, less concerned
with appearance?
Sue-Kenny: I just listened to the other songs, I really like “Griffith Park.” Can vaguely
remember doing that, amazing! I’d totally forgotten.

Sam: “Griffith Park” is more “pop” than the other songs I wrote around then. I was
probably afraid of that, yet now I think it would have been perfect on the Ashes
album (I was limited by the LP-length time constraint. I decided to make it a CD
very late in the process).
Sue-Kenny: Yes, a refreshing change. I also hung out with another guy who was also
very different to the ‘jocks.’
Sam: Punks were very not into that jock & frat boy thing that was so popular in the
80s (probably still popular now; those guys are now running the place!) I was
hanging out with my friends from Thailand, Finland, Greece. So there was an
additional level of confusion, as the societal inﬂuences (and unconscious stuff
that shaped their lives) was very different from mine. I felt at home with the
outcasts, though. You said “terrible memory” earlier, and that is very true for me
as well. I vaguely remember recording together, but I cannot say I remember us
interacting, or talking, or if we kept in touch. Same is true for most of college.
High School. etc. Always moving into the new experience, and living in the now.
I wish I could share fond memories of things we did together. I cannot even
remember how we managed to connect to record in London. I must have
mailed you and then we talked on the phone when I got there. I was staying at
the Thai embassy; Lak’s dad was the Thai ambassador. I remember meeting you
to record, and then going to a train station to see you on your way. But very
little else.
Sue-Kenny: I remember you staying at the embassy, and meeting to record, but I
agree — everything else is rather vague!
Sam: Lak and I went out to the ambassador’s country house. The food was amazing.
Having servants tend to us was very spooky!
Sue-Kenny: Ha ha! I was in Thailand last week actually. Lovely people. What year did
we meet in London?
Sam: I came to London in 1988.
Sue-Kenny: Ok.
Sam: I’ve run my label fulltime since '91. I had 11 employees in the late 90s. It pays my
bills but I have been downsizing. I want to start taking off more time to focus on
art, or take a trip, or whatever. More freedom for myself, to make art.
Sue-Kenny: Best of luck with that. Sounds an interesting time in your life. I’m off to
bed now, nice talking and thanks for sending the music. Goodnight.

sam’20: the kickstarter campaign for ashes in the brittle air was pushed over
the $9000 goal by an unexpected backer: paula, my friend who modeled for the
cover of the cd (she’s in the previously-unseen-photos throughout the new deluxe
booklet, and here in the zine. we lost touch a few years after these photos were
taken. in interviews above,you read my
thoughts about our ‘relationship,’ which was
probably mostly in my head. we caught up
via email:
Sam: I guess things left off messy and confused
with us many years ago. Honestly I’ve
forgotten the details of most of that. But
nice to be in touch again, yeah?
Paula: Hey Sam! I completely understand not
remembering much from those days - I

see pictures of myself and remember the sweater I’m wearing but not the
people or place - but of course I remember you from that era. You were sweet
and goofy and extraordinarily talented (your ﬁlms were always by far the best)
and took your art very seriously. And I remember the hot burning light bulb an
inch from my face during the photo shoot. And wasn’t everyone an emotional
mess and angsty at that time?
Sam: Well, we liked to pretend we weren’t, right. Liked to pretend we knew what was
what. I think most women were enigmas to 22 year old males! : )
Paula: 22 year old females have no idea what men want either (aside from the
obvious). Or who they are or who they should be. There’s a lot of
experimentation going on for both sexes, and all genders.
Sam: Yeah, I’d agree. Lots of confusion and uncertainty. I personally didn’t see much
experimentation going on; maybe I was sheltered? I felt a lot of expectations
around what a “man” was suppose to be at that time in the late 80s. It seemed
people were projecting pretty rigid and old-fashioned ideas, which didn’t match
how I saw and felt the world.
Paula: Oh, I agree. Those expectations of what a man should be affected how a
woman went through the world, and what a woman should be. It was less rigid
than it was in previous generations, and even less rigid today, but I still see
those expectations on both sides as my daughters go through their teens.

sam’20: oscar and I discussed the sessions for “across a thousand blades” and
“the scar of a poet” recently by email:
Sam: Do you have any memories from recording together you could share?
Oscar: The only memory I have of working on Ashes is when you called me up about
recording. You were very upset. I remember you crying and things weren’t going
well with Loren. This was probably late ‘88. I was still living in the townhouse
where we recorded vocals for The Rope.

sam’20: i sent oscar the link to the backstory on the first version of ashes,
from when i was working with loren -- you can read the whole thing on page
25 of this pdf -- this is an excerpt:
I was an angsty young artist. I remember calling Oscar Herrera in a panic,
frantic about how to ﬁnish the album (after I cut the songs with Loren), hoping
Oscar would sing one of the new ones I had written: “Across a Thousand
Blades,” and also one Loren ﬁrst performed, “The Scar of a Poet.” These turned
into two of the best-known songs from the band’s ﬁrst ﬁve albums. Listening to
the ﬁnal version of “Poet,” I know deﬁnitively that Oscar was the person meant
to sing the song. It’s a perfect ﬁt for his style and voice.
Oscar: Interesting story. I clearly remember that fateful call from you. Glad I could
help you out.
Sam: Yeah! Thanks. I was pretty upset, as I recall.
Oscar: Yes, you were pretty upset... I listened to the alternate takes this morning on my
way to work. I didn’t realize that “Through Sky Blue Rooms” went through so
many changes. The ﬁnal, and best version sounds like it was made up on the spot.
Sam: The ﬁnal version is Loren’s guitar from the early version plus Sue’s 1-take vocals.
As Sue’s vocals were straight-through (no edits) they have the on the spot feeling.

Oscar: So you went from “frozen sheets” to “ﬂuffy sheets.” Big improvement.
Sam: Hey, I didn’t notice that.
Oscar: The song “Milan” has a nice melody. That should have been developed more.
It could have gone on the album.
Sam: “Milan” was a track Loren wrote on his own. He was pretty set with it the way it was.
Oscar: I don’t remember the actual session. Was it at Natural Sounds? Is that when I
recorded “Final Sound” with the extra time we had?
Sam: Yeah I think so. I don’t remember a thing from the session for Ashes. I remember
Natural Sounds for Mesmerized because Tom played the emax piano part on
one of the tracks for me (“Scream, my shallow.”) I would imagine we were done
with your takes in 30 minutes! You’re always so prepared…. I honestly have
very little memory of that trip….

sam’20: my closest friend at chapman college was lak, a painter in the art
department. we were hanging out around the time of the recording of
mesmerized, and post-college when i was working on ashes in the brittle
air. in october 2019 we caught up on facebook:
Lak: ...Yeah we’re the same age exactly. I’m semi retired. It’s funny cos in my mind the
phases in my life are like distinct movies. They all seem recent to me cos they are
standalones. Kinda weird, lol. It’s scary how fast time passes. It seems not that long
ago to me that we were at Chapman, although we both prob lived a few different
lives since then. Experience. Also you’re prob a much calmer person now. :)
Sam: Calmer...? Are you saying I wasn’t calm before? : )
Lak: We were all kinda angsty.
Sam: I used to get so obsessed about women, who weren’t interested. Deﬁnitely
angsty. Always aimed in the wrong direction. : )
Lak: Dude even when I saw you brieﬂy (in 2004) at your concert you were waaaay
calmer then when we were in the OC. And yeah, I don’t miss obsessing over
people I can't have.
Sam: Well yeah. We’re talking 20-25 years old. We deﬁnitely had a lot to ﬁgure out!
Lak: I was a pretty angry person then. I was 22 when I graduated from Chapman, so
we were really young.
Sam: For this booklet thing I’m making, do you have any other memories of me?

Lak: I barely remember
anything about
myself, lol. Most of
the time we just
hung out and
listened to records,
go record shopping.
You made music
usually when you
were alone and not
when I was around.
What I remembered
most was a feeling
of not having a lot of
adam , sam, lak 1987
responsibilities and
just being... well...
young! We listened to a lot of music though, and usually played through full
albums of stuff. I don’t really do that anymore.
Sam: You might recall that I also got accepted to CalArts for the masters program
(Lak was already at CalArts at that point), but I thought the approach there
was intellectual, rather than passionate, and it didn’t ﬁt where I was aimed.
Also, I just didn’t want people telling me how to make my art... You were
different from most of the people in Chapman’s art department, in that you
were an artist. You would have made art whether you were in school or not.
You had the creativity and the passion for making art. Which I didn’t see a lot
of from the other students. The idea of going to CalArt to be told what kind of
art was “popular” at the time, just didn’t sit with me. I preferred getting a job
and making money, to fund making my art.
Lak: I believe that you were on a mission to get somewhere. You were always manically
working on something and couldn’t stay still. Which was a good thing at that age
cos you knew what you wanted. Most people at that age just ﬂoat around.
Sam: I guess I was driven, to get away from Florida and my family. I didn’t want to
have to limp back to Florida and that toxic environment. Did we talk about our
feelings back then?
Lak: We did talk alot about feelings. That’s why we were close friends :) But mostly it
was feelings expressed through our artistic outputs. Which was our main focus
back then. Same thing though.

sam’20: thanks to everyone who backed the kickstarter campaign, and
everyone who enjoys the music of black tape for a blue girl. you made this
flashback zine possible. keep in touch!

blacktapeforabluegirl.com
blacktapeforabluegirl.bandcamp.com

ashes in the brittle air
- the first version -

Semblance of a spirit stolen
the story behind the bonus tracks
October 26 2019:

The second disc/download of the 30th anniversary expanded edition of Ashes
includes ﬁve never-before-heard (and one compilation-only) tracks recorded for “the ﬁrst
version” of Ashes in the brittle air. These songs have been in my archive, unmixed, all
these years. There’s an extensive backstory about the ﬁrst version and these tracks I cut
after the initial mixing session (which I get to in detail below).
Honestly, it’s the continuous requests & encouragements of Randy LeMasters —
Ashes’ biggest fans — that inspired me to revisit these tracks. In 2015 I began the process.
Figuring out what was what in all the different versions was daunting; I procrastinated for
years. The 30th anniversary was looming; that motivated me to get them ﬁnished. I spent
the spring & summer of 2019 mixing until I was ﬁnally satisﬁed with these tracks.
I call the 2nd disc Semblance of a spirit stolen, and the ﬁrst 5 pieces are the Sound
of Waves ep.
The following is long, but hopefully interesting.

The Ashes archeological dig…
You might be familiar with Loren’s vocals on “I wish you could smile,” the ﬁnal track
on Ashes in the brittle air. What you probably don’t know is he was originally the only
male vocalist on the album. The band for the ﬁrst version was:
loren • vocals & acoustic guitar
sue-kenny smith • vocals & acoustic guitar
sam • electronics
There’s much about the ﬁrst version you’d recognize, plus much you’ve never heard. It
would have been a very different third Black Tape For A Blue Girl album.
Track order of “the unreleased ﬁrst version:”
1
Ashes in the brittle air (acapella)*
2
Through sky blue rooms (alternate version) *
3
We return
4 Griffith Park
5
The sound of waves
6
Is it love that dare not be? **
7
Let the rain fall
8
Milan
9
The scar of the poet *
10 Ashes in the brittle air (part 2 – I’m Spinning)
11 Ashes in the brittle air (full version with Loren & Sue) *
12 I wish you could smile **
* these are on the ﬁnal album in different form
** on the album in similar form

Except for “Griffith Park,” the unreleased tracks from the ﬁrst version have never
been heard by anyone except me and the musicians in the studio.

Thank to Randy’s persistence, in 2015 I sent the 1/4-inch 2-track mixes to my guy in
Canada who did a super high-quality transfer to digital. It was expensive (thanks Patrons
for paying for that!) and conﬁrmed what I remembered: my mix was thin. It was not good in
places. In my studio I went back to the cassette rough mixes and transferred them to digital.
On some tracks, the roughs were better then the ﬁnal mixes. None, however, were really
good enough to release as the deﬁnitive versions of these songs. In the spring & summer of
2019 I went back to the original 8-track multi-track tapes to remix these songs for you.

Back Story:
I’d like to tell you the whole story of why I didn't release the ﬁrst version of the album.
I lived in Orange County, California, while working on Ashes in the brittle air in
1987/88/89. Over the course of recording, I graduated and started my ﬁrst full-time job. I
was 23; I worked on music nights and weekends using the gear and analog 1/2-inch
8-track in my friend Walter Holland’s studio (he sings “the touch and the darkness” on the
ﬁnal album.)
This year (2019) I digitally transferred 9 cassettes from my archive containing rough
mixes, demos, and unreleased tracks. I shared them with my patrons. In the process of
listening to the tapes to write notes for the patron posts, I discovered facts and
information about the origins of the album that was lost to time (ie: I had forgotten!)
In those cassettes I found the original demo tape Loren mailed me after hearing my
1985 Tanzmusik solo-electronic LP. On the tape, he’s singing vocals over a track from
Tanzmusik, which became “We Return,” #12 on disc 2. Listening to the demo, I hear the
qualities in Loren’s style that intrigued me and inspired me to reply to his letter about
working together. Do you remember the artist Reichenel who had a 12” on 4AD in 1986?
Reichenel had the same traits I heard in Loren’s vocals: drama, passion, and a bit of pop.
Don’t get me wrong, I loved Oscar’s vocals on the ﬁrst two BlackTape albums; there
wasn’t a problem that led me to look for a different vocalist, it just seemed like a cool idea
to work on music with somebody in town.
As you will see (below), I should have been more clear with Loren about what I was
imagining, my expectations of his being a member of my band, versus an equal
collaborator (that’s to come.)
Loren suggested we reuse two tracks from Tanzmusik as backing for new songs
(“The Return” is renamed “We return,” but is not the “We return” that appears on The
Rope. “Year 90-10” became “Let the rainfall.”) I don’t really know why this seemed like a
good idea to me. Why look backwards instead of forwards? When listening through my
cassette archives, I see the ﬁrst two songs we worked on were “We Return” and “Pop
song” which became “the Amber girl” and ﬁnally was stripped back to become “Through
sky blue rooms” (which has two versions, taken from the ﬁrst half and second half of the
original song. The evolution is shown at #8, #9 & #10.) These were attempts at writing
more commercial songs. We hammered at these two songs the entire time we worked
together, but they never quite gelled for me; I rejected the version called "the Amber Girl"
before the album was mixed; for a long time it was slated to be included and that was a
big obstacle to my liking the ﬂow of the album.
At the time (and still today) “We return” and that early version of “Sky Blue” don’t
sound like Black Tape For A Blue Girl. They’re a mix of electropop, new wave, and
synthpop. [ Aside: the cassettes include many not-very-good synthpop ideas I was working
on. They’re ﬁrst takes & abandoned attempts at writing songs. I love Soft Cell and OMD,
but I don’t understand why I thought I should keep trying to write those kinds of songs?
Probably it was a mistaken idea of what would get played on the radio, which was vital in

the 80s. ] I do like Loren’s vocals on “We Return;” however in the various versions of the
track on the cassettes, I’m tossing in the kitchen sink of instruments and melodies in an
attempt to succeed. The next tape would show I erased those additions to try something
else. For me, the songs just didn’t come together.
Hey, I’m not blaming anyone but myself, I played the music on these two! To me, they
sound like Loren and I getting to know how to work together. Usually when working on an
album, I scrap the dodgy pieces and write better ones as the sessions progress. Loren was
into these two songs. You have to remember this was the ﬁrst time (as far as I know) he
was planning to release music he worked on. With Loren coming over regularly to record
with me in Walter’s studio, I’d try to convince him to change the things I didn’t like or didn’t
think sounded BlackTape-enough. I had a hard time getting rid of these two tracks.
On the other hand, it was great when Loren and I hit on pieces that worked, that’s why
we kept making music together. Of the removed songs that Loren sings, three are quite
nice! “Let the rainfall” and “The sound of waves” are moody and image-evoking track
(“Waves” is the ﬁrst time I played guitar). Loren brought in the track “Milan” already formed.
We recorded his parts and I added my synth; that piece is almost all Loren. It is lovely.
[ Aside: on Cassette Vol 6, April 1988, I see I was thinking of calling the album “The
hypocrite is me.” There wasn’t a song named that at the time, it’s actually the title of a
painting by my friend Lak. I used the title for a song on the next album, A chaos of desire.]
Songs were coming along, lyrics were getting written, and Loren’s vocals were
recorded. In May or June of ‘88 I ﬂew to England to record Sue-Kenny Smith’s vocals on
the songs I’d written for her. Sue-Kenny and I recall that she probably improvised “Is it
love that dare not be?” in the studio. I think she played it the way you hear it, most likely
recorded in one take. Nice! [ They were dynamiting near that studio in Brixton. On the
acapella mix of “I’m spinning” (#13) I can hear some of the booms. ]
When I got back to California, Loren & I were having disagreements. We were
butting heads about the songs. I felt there was some great material, and some stuff that
needed to be rejected and replaced. Yes, we worked hard on those tracks. Still, I think one
needs to be bold: sometimes songs need to be dropped to make room for something
better. Keep in mind this was planned as an LP, there was a 40-minute time limit, I
couldn’t include everything.
The other issue was more personal.
BlackTape is my band, I didn’t feel I should have to have disagreements with people
I invite to participate and assist me. I’ve never given others ﬁnal say in BlackTape. It’s
always my decision on which pieces make it onto the albums, how they are mixed, and
who sings which song. Loren was not happy with changes I wanted to make. I felt the
album was weak in places, and his lyrical input wasn’t in sync with what I imagined for the
album. I wanted to make changes to create the best album possible.
Part of the problem is expectations. In the years since all this went down, I never
record vocals for a song I don’t believe in and think might get cut from the album; I never
want to waste a singer’s time, have them think their performance was going to be used,
and let them down by cutting the track. This is why there are so few unreleased vocal
tracks from Black tape for a blue girl. On Ashes, it seemed everything that had vocals
was getting shoved onto the album, and that was a problem.
Now let me stop for a moment, and be realistic.
I don’t want to write this like I’m the hero of the story and Loren is the bad guy. This is
about artists making art, and having different visions; a difficult situation. Creativity is
subjective, and perhaps if Loren had been in charge of the album — and I was in his band —
it would have turned out to be something quite interesting. However, it would not have
been Black Tape For A Blue Girl. I am the producer and conceptualist for this band. At that
point it was three years into the band’s existence; there were already two albums out, and

before that I recorded 10 cassettes of my instrumental electronic music. I had an overall
vision, I knew how to construct the ﬂow of an album, and ultimately I knew what was or
wasn’t the third BlackTape album I wanted to make.
To be fair, Loren was enthusiastic about collaborating, and he strived to have the
music exist the way he wanted to hear it. He was doing work he believed in, and standing
up for his ideas. I know now I could have been more clear from the beginning about how I
envisioned the collaboration. I messed up by letting it get too far away from my initial
idea of working together.
These are things I see in retrospect. I was just 23 at the time.

Something had to change
What I know is I was not happy with my own album, and it was really stressful
working on my music. Art needs to satisfy the artist. I understand why bands explode from
“creative differences.”
[ And yes, it is true, at times I talk about BlackTape and myself interchangeably. "My
album" shows how connected I am to what I create, even when I’m working with a
bandmate. ]
[ In contrast, I work with Pat in Thanatos differently from how I work with vocalists in
BlackTape. I consider Thanatos “Pat’s band” — I’m helping him realize his ideas. Even
though I write some of the lyrics, he gets the ﬁnal say. Same was true with Nicki in Revue
Noir. That’s not how I see BlackTape. ]
By late summer 1988, the ﬁrst mix was ﬁnished, with songs I didn’t believe in. There
was another problem. The sound! Walter Holland had assisted me by engineering the mix
on Mesmerized; this time I did it all myself. It showed. My engineering on the multi-track
recordings was not great, and the ﬁnal mix was worse. It was shrill. I didn’t know a lot
about sound, from a technical perspective. I also was challenged by running the mix.
I recorded on 1/2-inch 8-track tape, mixed through Walter’s 1970s Tapco C-12
12-channel mixing board. Recording onto 1/4-inch 2-track open reel tape for the master.
When I look up that board on the internet, there’s a headline, “Nasty, crunchy, dirty 70’s
mixers?” and that is so true. The sliders on the C-12 often crackled at some point in a mix.
This was frustrating on a long track like “Scar of a poet,” where I’d have to scraph it and
start again. There was a lot of knob-moving that needed to be done in real time during a
mix, and fader-fading, and sending to reverb and delay. It was tough to do a good mix of
a track start to ﬁnish, especially as there was no compression available. Along with
everything else, I was riding the levels on each instrument and vocal because the volume
levels were all over the place.
This shrill mix – completed after a week of work – was just one more problem with
the album that pushed me to a breaking point. Dissatisﬁed with my mix, and dissatisﬁed
with a number of the songs... I did what artists always do:
I freaked out!
Loren and I had a falling out in August (I cannot remember the particulars of that), I
cut a bunch of songs and started looking at other songs that existed in demo form. The
pre-separation cassettes includes rough versions of a number of tracks that I ﬁnished
after splitting with Loren. I didn’t recall until I dived into my cassette archive that “From
the tightrope,” “Am I so deceived,” and “I ran to you” were written earlier than the split,
and ﬁnished for the album after the ﬁrst failed mix. [ A cassette from 1987 has the ﬁrst
demo of what became “Could I stay the honest one?” for 1990’s A chaos of desire. ]
I was an angsty young artist. I remember calling Oscar Herrera in a panic, frantic
about how to ﬁnish the album, hoping he’'d sing one of the new songs I had written:
“Across a thousand blades.” Oscar also sang a track that Loren ﬁrst performed, “The Scar

of a poet," #14. These turned into two of the best-known songs from the band’s ﬁrst ﬁve
albums. Listening to the ﬁnal version of “Poet,” I know deﬁnitively that Oscar was the
person meant to sing the song. It’s a perfect ﬁt for his style and voice.
I was motivated by the pressure of having only half an album completed; I ﬁnished a
number of songs quickly, and reworked a few of the existing ones to remove Loren’s
contributions, and pull something interesting out of the recordings (“Ashes in the brittle
air” and “Through sky blue rooms” were especially nice in stripped down form; another
piece with Sue was revamped as “You tangle within me” – the original “I’m spinning” is #4.
There’s an acapella version at #13 where you can clearly hear the lovely multi-tracked
vocals.) I wanted to keep as much as I could from the session with Sue, as those few hours
in the studio in London were so productive and beautiful.
I have a vague memory of writing the lyrics for “Blades” not long before I headed to
Miami to record with Oscar: the venetian blind behind the synth stand in Walter’s studio,
working on the track in the afternoon with sunlight shining through. Such a strange
fragment to remember! Oscar is always so prepared and professional! He reminded me
recently that we had spare time in the studio after recording his vocals; we laid down a
demo of one of his songs, “Final sound.”
Listening to Ashes today, I regret that Oscar only sings two songs; I should have
asked him to sing some of the ones on the 2nd side, or better yet, I should have written
more for him (imagine if I had written another couple songs like “blades” and “poet!”) I
probably felt a time crunch to get the album done, after the delay with the ﬁrst version.
BlackTape’s ﬁrst two albums came out a year apart (86 + 87), and now it was looking like
the release date of Ashes would be two years after Mesmerized.
Ashes came out in 1989 as the band (and Projekt’s) ﬁrst CD release.
The album changed dramatically from the ﬁrst version. I achieved what I set out to
do: revamped the album into something that felt to me like Black Tape For A Blue Girl.

And now, at last...
The unreleased tracks ﬁnally sound the way I had hoped, back in ’88. I still know I
made the right choice in reworking Ashes in the brittle air — the pieces I removed weren’t
the 3rd album I wanted to release. I don’t regret my decision.
I will say that if the ﬁrst 5 tracks sounded the way they do now, they would have
made a lovely ep in ‘88 between Mesmerized and Ashes. the Sound of Waves ep would
have been a nice part of the BlackTape catalog.
As a sonic archeologist, I ﬁnd it interesting to listen to these artifacts, 30 years later.
I’m excited to give everyone this music as an aural insight into the creation of an album
that stands the test of time.
- Sam 10-26-2019

